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You are creating a Spirit Week Magazine Cover—We all will be taking pictures this week of 
students dressed in the different costumes of the day. Below are the main things you need for 
your magazine cover…..See the diagram below……..!!
Visual Diagram Of NECESSARY Magazine ELEMENTS!
!

Written List Of NECESSARY Magazine Elements!
1. Masthead (title, logotype, logo or nameplate)—The name of the magazine displayed in 

a specific typeface—this is the visual branding of the title and is often done in a specially 
designed typeface to be easily recognized and unique.!!

2.  Main image- The picture/image you choose as your cover is way IMPORTANT..!
Be sure to use your best PHOTOSHOP skills to select, crop, image adjust, and make your  
cover image look as good and impressive as possible.!
In the case of this front cover there is a single image of the model Shania. The image is 
used in a classic way, the face is big enough to stand out on the news-stand, with the 
model making full eye-contact!
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!
3. Main cover line-  In this example, the main cover line is very large - taking up almost a 
quarter of the magazine cover - and comes in three layers, each with a different color. It 
promotes the use of naked male centrefolds, a feature of Cosmopolitan in the UK since its first 
issue. Note the main cover line is positioned against the model's shoulder so it shows up clearly.!!
4. -Cover lines- You will need to CREATE your own cover lines or story lines.!
You will need at least 4 Cover Lines on your magazine cover. !
Cosmopolitan magazine uses a lot of cover lines, which are distributed around the main image 
without detracting from it too much. A mistake often made with cover lines is that they run over 
an image that has a lot of color changes, rendering the words difficult to read. This is a problem 
here with the red text on the hair on the left and the smaller yellow text against Shania's skin!!
5. Bar Code- Standard bar code used by retailers, Will often include publication date and price. !
You will need to go to our class web page to download and use one of our special bar 
codes..!!
6. Dateline- you need to put the month and the year of your magazine October 2014.!!!
LINKS & EXAMPLES OF GOOD MAGAZINE COVERS !
Women’s Magazines- Vogue- Cosmo- etc.!!
Men’s Magazines- GQ etc…!!
Good Magazine Covers to Surf Through!!
Music Magazines..!!!

http://www.magforum.com/glossies/19.htm#cos
http://www.magforum.com/glossies/womens_glossies.htm
http://www.magforum.com/mens/mensmagazinesatoz.htm
http://www.magforum.com/covers/0magpics.htm
http://www.magforum.com/glossies/music_magazines.htm
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Magazine Cover - Draft/Storyboard 
Name Mr Shelor   Period- All

Sketch out some beginning/ rough draft ideas for your Spirit Week Magazine Cover
Be sure to include ALL ESSENTIAL MAGAZINE ELEMENTS In this mock-up

BE CREATIVE as possible with your story/ cover lines

WAVERIDER TIMES
OCTOBER 2014 ISSUE 1

Spirit Week 2014
Official Results Inside

M-101 Graphics Creative Labs

Design-Inspire-Create

Shelor Wins
Faculty Dunk
Contest

Slip N Slide

Comic-Con
Controversy

We Have Da Inside Scoop

Medieval Day
Flop Or Not?

Egg Drop & Belly Pop

Tie Dye
Day Gets
Wild

Take Our Online Poll



Magazine Cover - Draft/Storyboard 
Name _____________________ Period____________________

Sketch out some beginning/ rough draft ideas for your Spirit Week Magazine Cover
Be sure to include ALL ESSENTIAL MAGAZINE ELEMENTS In this mock-up

BE CREATIVE as possible with your story/ cover lines
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